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The story of one man's triumph over a legendary monster, Beowulf marks the beginning of Anglo-Saxon literature as we know it
today. This Enriched Classic includes: • A concise introduction that gives readers important background information • A timeline of
significant events that provides the book's historical context • An outline of key themes and plot points to help readers form their
own interpretations • Detailed explanatory notes • Critical analysis and modern perspectives on the work • Discussion questions
to promote lively classroom and book group interaction • A list of recommended related books and films to broaden the reader's
experience Enriched Classics offer readers affordable editions of great works of literature enhanced by helpful notes and insightful
commentary. The scholarship provided in Enriched Classics enables readers to appreciate, understand, and enjoy the world's
finest books to their full potential. Series edited by Cynthia Brantley Johnson
In 1947, Santha Rama Rau went to Japan with her father, India’s ambassador to Tokyo. A year later, she went to China with
friends, hitchhiked to remote provinces of the northwest, and traveled through Indo-China and Siam to Indonesia to live for several
months in a Balinese village. East of Home is the report of a fascinating trip, full of information about the people of Asia, their
customs, theater and dance. It also shows how a young Indian woman, educated in the West, encounters Asia for the first time
and discovers herself as an Asian. “A first-rate and deceptively informal account of a recent journey through Asia.” —The New
Yorker “An informal and pleasantly engaging book about [Santha Rama Rau’s] travels in the Far East... personal, colored by her
acute consciousness of being an Asian among Asians.” — Orville Prescott, The New York Times “A travel book with timely,
disturbing moral under-currents, both social and political... so enthralling, so utterly convincing and absorbing that one rebels at
turning the last page.” — Boston Herald “Delightful reading... a fascinating adventure story. It also enables one to see Asia as a
whole... But its main value lies in the fact that an Asian writes about Asia... an Asian who since she has lived and been educated in
the West has the advantages of both points of view. In this age of an Asian renascence Miss Rama Rau’s account is both
interesting and vital.” — Saturday Review
Elements of Language 2009 provides practical teaching strategies, differentiated instruction, and engaging presentation tools that offer more
ways to reach more students than ever before. In partnership with teachers like you, Holt created Elements of Language to provide practical
teaching strategies for today's challenging classroom, innovative ways to differentiate instruction, and streamlined technology tools. Designed
with your students in mind, this program offers you the flexibility and options to manage your diverse classroom. - Publisher.
This textbook is designed to help [the reader] master the skills required for the effective use of standard English. Beginning with the basics in
grammar, usage, and mechanics ... each chapter provides [the reader] with instruction and practice in specific skills. The numerous exercises
throughout the book enable[s the reader] to check [his] understanding of important concepts, rules, and guidelines. In addition, various writing
exercises and activities offer [the reader] opportunities to apply what [he has] learned. - To the student.

Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological history of the United States and
also provides the necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major
developments that together form the American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race,
class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the people, events and ideas that
have shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).
Grade 7.
- Thorough coverage of concepts outlined in the Florida Sunshine State Standards for science- Step-by-step strategies for answering multiplechoice, gridded-response, short-response, and extended-response questions- Complete practice test modeled after the FCAT science examExtra vocabulary review and practice of test items- Handy tables containing key science and math formulas, a periodic table, and a
comprehensive science glossary
"'La frontera'...I heard it for the first time back in the late 1940s when Papa and Mama told me and Roberto, my older brother, that someday
we would take a long trip north, cross la frontera, enter California, and leave our poverty behind." So begins this honest and powerful account
of a family's journey to the fields of California -- to a life of constant moving, from strawberry fields to cotton fields, from tent cities to one-room
shacks, from picking grapes to topping carrots and thinning lettuce. Seen through the eyes of a boy who longs for an education and the right
to call one palce home, this is a story of survival, faith, and hope. It is a journey that will open readers' hearts and minds.

Being healthy is much more than being physically fit and free from disease. Health is the state of well-being in which all of the
components of health -- physical, emotional, social, mental, spiritual, and environmental -- are in balance. To be truly healthy, you
must take care of all six components. - p. 11.
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